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0. INTRODUCTION 
A ternary ring of operators (TRO) between two complex Hilbert spaces H 
and K is a linear subspace % of JP(H, K) satisfying AB*C E % for all 
A, B, C E %. The purpose of this paper is to give a characterization of a 
TRO as an abstract ternary ring. 
In [2] Hestenes introduced a purely algebraic concept of an abstract 
ternary ring which was related to the study of TROs between finite dimen- 
sional spaces and which was pursued further by other authors, e.g., [ 10, 111. 
Our approach applies to infinite dimensional spaces and is oriented at the 
representation of a C*-algebra (respectively, W*-algebra) as a norm (respec- 
tively, weakly) closed star algebra of operators on a Hilbert space. Thus, we 
confine our considerations to TROs which are norm or weakly closed. The 
first step towards a characterization of these rings is to find a suitable 
concept of an abstract ternary ring which reflects the ternary operation, 
(A, B, C) + AB*C, the norm relations, and, in the second case, also the 
weak-operator structure. This leads us to the following basic definition: 
0.1. DEFINITION. A ternary C*-ring (X, (a, ., =), ]I .I]) consists of a 
complex Banach space (3, I]. ]I) and a ternary operation (., ., .): 
3E x X x X + X such that for all U, W, x, y, z E ZE and ;1 E G the following 
conditions hold: 
(Ax + y, u, w) = A(& 0, w) + (Y, 0, w), 
(v, w, Ax + y) = qv, w3 x) + (v, w, y), 
(0.1) 
(v, lx + y, w) = X(v, x, w) + (24 Y, w), (04 
((VT w, x), y, z) = (0, (Y, x3 WI, z) = (v, w, (4 Y, z)), (0.3) 
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Il(x9 Y, z)II G llxll IIYII 11~11~ (0.4) 
II(x, 4 XIII = llxl13* (0.5) 
A ternary W*-ring is a ternary C*-ring which is, in addition, a dual space. 
Starting from these definitions we prove the following representation 
theorems which we give here in shortened versions. 
THEOREM 3. For each ternary C*-ring (X, (e, ., v), 11. II) there exists one, 
and only one, operator T: X + 3E satisfying 
(1) T*=I, 
(2) T((x, Y, z)) = (TX, Y, z) = (x, Ty, z) = (x, y, Tz) for all x, y, z E X, 
and 
(3) (X, To C.2 .T -1, Il. II) is a ternary C*-ring which is isomorphic to a 
norm closed TRO. 
THEOREM 4.1. For each ternary W*-ring (3, (., ., e), 11.11) the operafor T 
is weak* continuous, and (X, TO (., . . a), II .I[) is a ternary W*-ring which is 
(isometrically and weakly*) isomorphic to a weakly closed TRO. 
These results are based upon two representation theorems for Hilbert 
modules over C*-algebras which say, first, that each such module can be 
faithfully represented as a norm closed TRO (cf. Theorem 2.6), and, second, 
that a self-dual Hilbert module over a W*-algebra is isomorphic to a weakly 
closed TRO (cf. Theorem 2.8). For the proof in both cases we use a GNS- 
construction extending ideas found in (51. 
The deduction of our main theorems from these results is as follows: We 
construct a C*-algebra ‘?I c L?(X) and a form a: X x ;X -+ 2I which contain 
all information on (X, (a, a, a), 1). I]), in the sense that 
(x3 Y, z) = a@, Y)(X) and llxl12 = IIa(x, XI 
hold for all x, p, z E Z (cf. Proposition 3.2). Moreover, the pair (3, a) 
satisfies the axioms for a Hilbert U-module, apart from a being positive. If 
we set T = 2P - 1, where P E Y(X) is the projection with range 
{x] a(x,x) >/O} and kernel {x ] a(x,x) < O), we see that the form 
az: (x, y) t-+ a(Tx, y) is positive and that (X, a,) is a Hilbert 9I-module on 
which then 2.6 can be applied (cf. 3.7 infra). In the case of a ternary W*- 
ring the double centralizer algebra M(‘U) of 2I turns out to be a W*-algebra, 
and (X, az.) becomes a self-dual Hilbert M(a)-module (cf. Corollary 4. lo), so 
that Theorem 4.1 is a consequence of Theorem 2.8. 
We then prove that M(‘U), is a quotient of X gY ;X, (cf. Corollary 4.1 l), 
and show that the predual X, of 3E coincides with X, @ M(a), (cf. Example 
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4.12). Since ‘u depends only on I, the predual is uniquely determined up to 
isomorphism. Finally, we prove that each weakly closed TRO is a self-dual 
Hilbert module over a W*-algebra, and thus a ternary W*-ring (cf. 4.12). 
On the other hand, it is fairly obvious that any norm closed TRO between 
two Hilbert spaces (such as the space of all compact operators or a C*- 
algebra in L/(H)) is a ternary C*-ring. All these examples lead to T = 1; in 
general, however, Tf 1 (cf. Example 3.8). Hence, the problem is to charac- 
terize the case T = I. We have no answer to this question, but give two ideas 
to it at the end of Section 3. 
In our considerations we need some fundamental properties of TROs: in 
particular we need statements concerning partial isometries and a density 
theorem of Kaplansky type. All this is provided in Section 1. 
We make the following conventions: The linear spaces considered here are 
over the complex field, 6. If X is a linear space, then X, denotes X equipped 
with the conjugate scalar multiplication (1, x) t-+ xx, and we write 1 for the 
identity operator on X. If X and Y are normed spaces, then L/(X, Y) denotes 
the set of all bounded operators from X to Y. The symbol X* (respectively, 
X,) is used for the dual space of X (respectively, predual of X whenever it 
exists), and @ stands for the norm closure of Q c X. The action of an 
algebra ‘?I on a right U-module X is denoted by (x, a) i--r x a a, and it is 
always assumed to satisfy L(x . a) = (1x) . a = x . @a) for all I E 6, x E X, 
a E ?I. Similarly, for left U-modules. The reference for Banach ‘U-modules 
and approximate identities is [ 13, Part I, Sect. 21. The notions and facts on 
C*-algebras and W*-algebras we use can be found in 191. 
1. TERNARY RINGS OF OPERATORS: PRELIMINARIES 
This section collects some basic material which will subsequently be used 
in connection with TROs arising from Representation Theorems 2.6 and 3.1. 
In the following, !lI denotes a norm closed TRO between two Hilbert 
spaces H and K. It is clear that the weak-operator closure i5iU of 31 is also a 
TRO. By [ml, (respectively, {a}“) we shall denote the C*-algebra (respec- 
tively, IV*-algebra) generated by {A *B 1 A, B E !K} in P(H). Similarly, we 
define [9?lK and {8}R. 
For instance, the space K(H, K) of all compact operators is a norm closed 
TRO with weak closure P(H, K), while [ K(H, K)lH is equal to B(H). When 
‘?I is a C*-algebra and {n, H), (rc’, K} are two *-representations of % (cf. [9, 
Def. 1.16.3]), the intertwining ring Cr = {A E L?(H, K) 1 An(a) = x’(u)A, 
a E %} is a weakly closed TRO, and (3 }H coincides with the commutant of 
@II) in M(H). 
Our first considerations are related to the partial isometries in !fIV. These 
appear naturally in the polar decomposition of operators (cf. 
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Proposition 1.2) and provide the extreme points in the unit ball of @’ (cf. 
Lemma 1.3). The latter fact will lead to a polar decomposition for weak* 
continuous functionals on a ternary W*-ring (cf. Lemma 4.4). Further, we 
shall make essential use of C*-algebras associated with a single partial 
isometry. To this end we introduce the following notations which are partly 
due to [3, Sect. 151: 
1.1. Notations. Let R E ‘II be a partial isometry, i.e., R = RR*R, and 
denote by E and F the support and range projection R*R and RR* of R, 
respectively. Define 
Then, endowed with the operator norm, !T$,, becomes a C*-algebra with unit 
R by 
X0 Y=XR*Y, xf = RX*R. (1.1) 
Obviously, X t-+ R *X is a *-isomorphism of !I$,, onto E[ 81, E. 
Next, put G = %‘, so that G(,, = WY,,. Then GcR) is a W*-algebra since 
the *-isomorphism X ++ R *X of G(,, onto E{ ‘3 },E is a homeomorphism in 
the weak-operator topologies. Note that YlcR) (respectively, G(,,) is a C*- 
subalgebra (respectively, W*-subalgebra) of 9(H, K),,, . 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let X E 3. If R denotes the partial isometry of the 
polar decomposition X = R 1 XI of X, then the C*-algebra (respectively, W”- 
algebra) generated by X in p(H, K)(,, is equal to the smallest norm (respec- 
tively, weakly) closed TRO containing X. In particular, R E au. 
Pro05 Let P=C[t] denote the polynomials, define P, = 
{PEPI p(O)=01 d an write pR(X) for the polynomial associated with X and 
p E P in 9(H, K)(,, . By [ 3, Theorem 6.21, IX]= R *X. Since A tt RA is the 
inverse of the *-isomorphism Y tt R * Y of 9(H, K)o, onto R *Rg(H)R *R 
we obtain, using the first equation in (1.1) for p(H, K) instead of YI, 
Xp(lXI) = X 0 (RP(IXI)) =X 0 PR(X) = @p),(X). 
Hence, the C*-algebra (I = { pR(X) ] p E PO}” generated by X in p(H, K)(,, 
is equal to {Xp(lXl) I p E P)“. 
Now if Z denotes the norm closed TRO generated by X, then /XI E [Z], 
and 2( [%I, @ C) c 2, which imply (5 c 2. On the other hand, by (1.1) 
P,(X) qR(X)*rR(X) = P,(X) 0 qR(X)# 0 rR(X) = (p@)&O 
So, d is a norm closed TRO containing X. Thus, K = 2. 
Similarly, { pR(X) ] p E P, }” = !%O. The unit S of the W*-subalgebra ‘%O of 
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WC q,, is a partial isometry in p(H, K), because S = S o S# 0 S = 
SR *RS*RR *S = SS*S. Moreover, 
SS*X=SR*RS”RR*X=SoS#oX=SoX=X 
and, analogously, XS*S =X. Thus, SS* > RR * and S*S > R *R in y(K) 
and y(H), respectively, and therefore S = R. In particular, we have 
R ET”Cf@. 
1.3. LEMMA. For each X in the unit ball D,(m) of 9I the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) X is an extreme point of D,(m); 
(2) X is a partial isometry satisfying (1 -XX*) %(I -X*X) = (0); 
(3) (1 -xx*> rn(Z -x*x) = {O). 
ProoJ: Let E and F denote the support and range projection of X, respec- 
tively. Observe that 
(I-F)%(Z-E)={YE!U[O=Y*X,O=YX*}. (1.2) 
(1) + (2). Let R be the partial isometry of the polar decomposition 
X = R 1x1 of X. In view of 1.1 and 1.2, Y +t R * Y is a *-isomorphism of the 
norm closed TRO generated by X onto the C*-algebra generated by 
1 X] = R *X. Thus, using [9, Proposition 1.6.21, X is a partial isometry. 
Moreover, by (1.2), for each YE (I -F) %(I -E) with (] Y]] ,< 1 we have 
11 Y +XIJ* = II(Y +X)*(Y + X)11 = 11 Y*Y + X*-XII = Max{llXl12, II Y/I’} < 1 
which yields Y = 0, as desired. 
(3) 3 (1). From 0 = (I -XX*) X(1 -X*X) we obtain 
0 =X*X(1 -X*X). Hence, X*X is a projection, and so, X is a partial 
isometry. Now, fix Y, Z E Dl(9) with X = (Y + Q/2. Since FYE and FZE 
belong to the unit ball of the C*-algebra 31(,r,, the arguments in 19, 
Theorem 1.6.41 show that X = FYE = FZE. From 
1 > /I YElIz = (FYE + (1 - F)YE)*(FYE + (I - F)YE)(I 
=/IX+ (1 -F)YEII* = 1 + ]I(1 -F)YEII* 
we deduce that FYE = YE. Similarly, FZE = ZE. Thus, X = YE = ZE. 
Since (3) implies that (I -E) %*(I -F) = {O), the same line of reasoning 
with X* and VI* instead of X and !lI yields X = FY = FZ. Therefore, 
Y= YE+ Y(2 -E) 
=X+FY(I--)+(I-F)Y(Z-E)=X and z=x. 
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Our next result is an analogue of Kaplansky’s density theorem which we 
shall use for Hilbert modules and ternary W*-rings. For the proof we modify 
the arguments in [13, Sect. 4, Theorem 2.51. 
1.4. PROPOSITION. The unit ball of 9I is weakly and strongly dense in the 
unit ball of the weak closure %a of 31. 
Proof. Obviously, 
is a norm closed, self-adjoint TRO in P(H 0 K), and 
is a real-linear isometry and a weak homeomorphism of % onto the self- 
adjoint part %,, of !8. Moreover, observe that the weak and strong operator 
topologies coincide on convex sets. Thus, if we assume that H = K and that 
31 is self-adjoint, it remains to show that O,(B) is contained in the strong 
closure of D,(a), where a = 91sa, 93 = (%“),,. To this end we need 
LEMMA 1.4.1. Let X E L?(H),, and let 2 denote the norm closed TRO 
generated by X. Then there is an X’ E Z satisfying X = 2X1(1 + X’2)-‘. 
Proof: By 1.2, 2 is equal to the C*-algebra generated by X in Y(H)(,,. 
Let x t-+ xR(X) denote its functional calculus. Define the function f on [O, I] 
by f(t) = 2t/(l + t’), and write X’ = (f-‘),(X). Then X’ is positive in the 
C*-algebra 1, and thus R *X’ is positive in Y(H). Since X = X* there are 
two projections E and F with R = E - F, EF = 0. From RX = XR we 
conclude that 2 commutes with R in 9(H). Hence, RX’ = X’R. Moreover, 
X’ = X’ *, as X’R is positive. Therefore, 
X=fR(X’)=Rf(RX’)=R(2RX’(I +R’X’*)-‘)=2X’@ +X”)-‘, 
which proves Lemma 1.4.1. 
Now, fix X E D,(B), write X= 2X’(Z +X’*)-’ with X’ E B according to 
Lemma 1.4.1, and define Y= 2Y’(I + Y”))‘, Y’ E ‘u. Then, for each 
Y’ E 2l we have 11 YII < 1, I[(1 + Y”)-I II < 1 and 
(X- Y)/2 = (I + Y’2)-‘((X’ - Y’) + Y’(Y’ -X’)X’)(Z +x’*)-1. 
Since 93 is contained in the strong closure of 2I we are done. 
The following statement is necessary for the proof of Corollary 4.7: 
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1.5. LEMMA. If 3 is a weakly closed two-sided ideal in a0 (that is, a 
subspace of g0 satisfying fjO = 3 ~3%*% V %32*3), then there is a central 
porjection E E {!R), such that 3 = %OE. 
Proof: Put ‘u = {!R}” and 8 = { Cr },. Then ‘XI c 3. Obviously, f! = 
{A E B ] %“A c 3) is a weakly closed two-sided ideal in 2I. Hence, P = ‘UE 
with a central projection E E 2l. From KI *3 c 31%*3 c 3 we obtain 
3*3; c L! and so 23 c 2. On the other hand, aUp c 3; implies 
Cr = 323 c ‘%Of! c 3. Thus, 3 = w0r! and therefore 3 = %%E = %“E. 
2. THE REPRESENTATION OF A HILBERT MODULE 
AS A TERNARY RING OF OPERATORS 
In the following, we establish two representation theorems which bring 
Hilbert modules in relation to TROs, providing the essential tool for 
Sections 3 and 4. 
The fundamental results we are going to use can be found in [S]. Most of 
the basic material is also contained in [8], where Hilbert ‘U-modules in the 
following sense appear as right ‘%-rigged spaces: 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let ‘?I be a C*-algebra. A Hilbert ‘U-module 
(8, ( . ] .)) consists of a right ‘U-module !$ and a conjugate bilinear map 
(. ] .): 8 x sj -+ %I, called the ‘U-valued inner product, such that: 
(1) (x ] x) > 0 and (x ] x) = 0 only if x = 0, x E 8, 
(2) (x. a I Y> = (x I y>a, x9 Y E Ei, a E 3, 
(3) (xIY)*=(Ylx)~x~Y~% 
hold, and such that the norm ]] . ]]a: x t--+ ]](x I x)]]“’ on $j is complete (cf. [S, 
Definitions 2.1 and 2.51). If, in addition, each ]] . ]lgbounded ‘U-module 
homomorphism of 8 into U is of the form y t, (y I x) for some x E sj, then 
(8, (. ] e)) is called self-dual over 2I (cf. [5, paragraph 31). 
For instance, let 31 c Y’(H, K) be a norm closed TRO and put 
(X ] Y) = Y*X. Then (‘%, (. ] .)) is obviously a Hilbert [X1],-module with 
norm I(. (1% equal to the operator norm. Moreover, as 4.12 will show, 
(%, (. ] .)) is self-dual over {!K}, if 31 is weakly closed. Conversely, we will 
prove in Theorem 2.6 that each Hilbert ‘U-module (sj, ( . ] a)) is isomorphic 
to (%, (. ] e)) for a suitable norm closed TRO 31. The isomorphism is given 
by an isometry U: $j + 9l and a *-isomorphism rr: 2I + [ml, satisfying 
17(x . a) = U(x) 7r(a), wY>*w) = n((x I Y)>, x, y E 5, a E 2l. 
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In particular, U and 7~ result as the restrictions to $j and U, respectively, of 
an analogous representation of the self-dual completion 8 ” of $j over ‘?I * *, 
which also involves the naturally occurring weak and strong topologies. 
Then, for a IV*-algebra 2I and a self-dual Hilbert U-module (8, (. / .)), we 
shall derive in Theorem 2.8 that (sj, (. / .)) is isomorphic to (3, (. 1 a)), 
where % is a weakly closed TRO, the isomorphism being likewise a 
“normal” one. It is easy to see that these theorems contain the well-known 
representation for C*- and W*-algebras by specializing 8 = 2I and 
(x I Y> = y*x. 
For the remainder we thus fix a C*-algebra 2I and a Hilbert ‘U-module 
(8, (. ] .)). First, let us recall the self-dual completion 8” of sj. 
2.2. PROPOSITION ([5, Corollary 4.31). Endowed with the conjugate 
scalar multiplication (A, z) N XT, the space 8” of all 11. )I B-bounded U-module 
homomorphisms of 8 into the enveloping W*-algebra U* * of U becomes a 
right ‘u * *-module by 
(5 . A)(x) = A *t(X), 5 E !!j”, AE’U**, xE$. 
Moreover, the U-valued inner product can be extended to an ‘u* *-valued 
inner product on sj”, again denoted by (. I .), such that: 
(1) (B”, (* I *)) is a self-dual Hilbert ‘u. * *-module, 
(2) (I . [Id,, is equal to the operator norm induced by .Y($j, %* *), 
(3) x b (a I x) is an isomorphism of (8, (a I .)) into (sj”, (. 1 .)), 
(4) 5(x) = (x I r), x E 8, r E 8 “, 
x and (. 1 x) being identrped for each x E sj. 
It is shown in [5, Proposition 3.81 that sj” is weak* closed in the dual 
space ip(&, 2I**) of the projective tensor product !rj bY(lI*. Thus, 8” is the 
dual space of a quotient 9 of !$ @,‘?I* (in the terminology of [7, Corollary 
2.131, 93 = $ @, ‘?I*). As Example 4.12 together with 2.2(l) will prove, the 
predual of !+j” is uniquely determined up to isomorphism. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Henceforth, we call u($j”, ‘B) the weak topology of !$“, 
whereas the strong topology of 8” will be the topology generated by all 
seminorms 5 I--* ~((r I t))‘12, 0 < cp E ?.I*. 
2.4. LEMMA. $j is strongly dense in sj”. 
This follows immediately from the arguments in 16, Lemma 2.31. 
The proof of Lemma 2.5 starts with simultaneous GNS-constructions for 
(U, o) and (sj, p 0 (. 1 .)) given in [5, p. 4501. 
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2.5. LEMMA. Let 0 < v, E 2I* and denote the associated cyclic represen- 
tation of %** by (z,, a,,,} (cJ [9, Sect. 1.161). Then there exist a Hilbert 
space !jje and a linear map U, from $jN into L@lI,, $jJ with (1 U,ll< 1 such 
that: 
(1) u,(~.A)=U,(t)7C,(A),rEIj”,AE’U**, 
(2) u,(v)*u&) = %A(~ I r>>3 r, II E 8”. 
ProoJ: We can suppose that cp is a state. Write N, for the kernel 
(x E sj ] rp((x 1 x)) = 0} of the positive Hermitian form rp o (. 1 .), and denote 
the quotient map 9 -+ 8/N, by x M (x),. Then 
wGo I (Y),), = d(x I Y>>, XYYE-5 
defines a scalar product on a/N, with corresponding Hilbert space 8,. The 
same process, applied to ‘u and o, leads to the Hilbert space 2I, and the 
quotient map a t, (a),. 
By the remarks preceeding [5, Proposition 3.11, for each T E 8” there is a 
unique (r), E 4j, such that 
dex)) = ((-4, I W,L XE !jj. 
It follows that for each r E 8” an operator U,(z) E ik(%,, 8,) with norm 
<IITII is given by 
u,(r)@), = (5 f a), y a E VI. (2.1) 
Indeed, [5, Theorem 2.81 yields rp(t(x)*t(x)) < ]]r]]‘((x I x)) for each 
x E $j and therefore, 
II@ + 4A = wN4, I (t. W,l I IKxM, G 1 I 
= wilv(a*WI I IIW, S 11 
S sup1~(a*a)“*~(~(x)*~(x))“* I v((x Ix>) < 11 
G@*a)“* lltll = Il(4,ll, 11~11~ 
so that U,(T) is well defined and continuous on a dense subset of ‘u,. 
Now, (1) results from Eq. (2.1) and the continuity of U,(s), because 
U,(r . A)(a), = ((t a A) . a), = (s . (Aa)), 
= U&W), = u,(t) ~,@>(a), T a E 2I. 
It remains to show (2). By Lemma 2.4, there is a net Ix”), c sj which 
tends to t E 8” strongly. Since [5, Proposition 2.3 ] applied to (B”, (0 / s)) 
gives @ ( II)*@ ] II) < ]]‘I]]*@ ]p) for all p, q E $j”, we obtain 
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II(( ~.a-xa.aIr))mllt,=~((.r.a-x”.aIr)*(5.a-x”.aIrl)) 
~II~ll”rp~~*~~-~“I~-~“~~~ 
= 11~112 II@. a -xx(I . a),ll,$. 
Consequently, for each a E ?I 
Keeping the notations of Lemma 2.5, we put R = {a, E U * ] 0 < cp ) and 
define in turn H, K,z, U to be the l*-direct sum of ((UV}rpeR, {8,}, {n,}, 
(17,) (note that (rr, H} is the universal *-representation of ‘u extended to 
?I**; cf. [9, Sect. 1.161). Then we have 
2.6. THEOREM. The map U: 8” + Y(H, K) is a linear isometry with the 
following properties: 
(1) V(‘.A)=U(z)71(A),?E5”,AE(U**, 
(2) w)*u(~) = n((z I rl)), 79 r E b", 
(3) U is homeomorphic in the strong (respectively, weak) topology of 
sj” and the strong (respectively, weak) operator topology; 
(4) U(a) is a norm closed TRO with weak closure U(sj”). 
ProoJ: (1) and (2) are clear from 2.5(l), (2) and the definition of U and 
71. Since rr is isometric, (2) implies 
II wI12 = II 4(5 I t))ll = II 4129 z E sj”. 
Next, for each net {ra)u c 8” the following conditions are equivalent: 
5” -+ 0 strongly in $j “, a 
lim fj.~((r” ] P)) = 0 for all q E f-2, a 
(fyP)~O weak* in ?I** 2 
U(T”)*U(t=) 2 0 weakly in 9(H), 
U(f): 0 strongly in .Y(H, K). 
Hence, U is a strong homeomorphism. 
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Thus, in view of Lemma 2.4, U(sj”) is contained in the strong closure of 
U($j). On the other hand, U($j”) is weakly closed. Indeed, suppose X 
belongs to the weak closure of U($j”). Then, X*U($“) c ~(2l**). Since 
r b 7C’(X*U(7)) is an U **-module homomorphism of 8” into ‘?I* *, the 
self-duality of B” implies the existence of ~7 E 5” satisfying (r j q) = 
K~(X*U(Z))~ that is U(q) * U(s) = x* U(s), t E 8”. Hence, 
X= U(q) E U(.$j”). Therefore, U($j”) is the weak-operator closure of U(fi). 
It remains to show that U is a weak homeomorphism. To this end we 
require two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.6.1. Up1 is weakly continuous. 
ProoJ: Fix f E %I and write f = f, + fi + i(f3 + f4), each fk being of the 
form fk = CneN %,k @ %,k with certain sequences {x,,k},, c $3, {on,k}n c Q 
satisfYini% En ItXn,k&j bi%.k~t < co. Now, fix k and define y, = xnqk, vn = (P”,~, 
n E N. Then the functional X w  CneN (X(l),“1 ( Y~)$,)~, is weak-operator 
continuous, because 
and the latter tends to zero as N + co. Since for each r E 8 I’ 
z: (“(r)(‘),ni (Y?I),,),~ = s v,(cr I Y,)> =fkc5) 
II n 
holds, the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 2.6.2. A linear functional f on 8” is weakly continuous if, and 
only if, it is strongly continuous on D,($j”). 
Proof First, let A c sj” be convex and strongly closed. Since U is a 
strong homeomorphism, U(A) is strongly, and hence weakly, closed in 
Ip(H, K). By Lemma 2.6.1, A is weakly closed. Next, suppose f is strongly 
continuous on D,($j”). Then {r E D,(!?j”) I f(s) = 0) is convex and weakly 
closed and so, f is weakly continuous. 
The weak continuity of U now follows from 2.6.2 and the observation that 
U is weakly continuous on norm bounded sets, which in turn is immediate 
from Eq. (2.1) and the definition of ‘3: 
2.7. COROLLARY. The unit ball of $j” is both weakly and strongly dense 
in the unit ball of 5”. 
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Proof: By 1.4, D,(U(sj)) is both weakly and strongly dense in 
D,(U(Jj”)). The assertion now follows from 2.6(3). 
We conclude this section with the analogue of Theorem 2.6 for self-dual 
Hilbert modules over IV*-algebras. Since the proof is very similar to that of 
2.6, we omit the details. 
2.8. THEOREM. Suppose ‘?I is a W*-algebra and (8, (. 1 .)) is a self-dual 
Hilbert ‘U-module. Put A = {a, E ‘I[, IO < cp} and, in the notations of 
Lemma 2.5, define H, K, 71, U to be the 12-direct sum of {Ue}sc,,, ($j,}, 
{x, 1 VI}, {U, ) $1, respectively. Then U: $j + Y’(H, K) is a linear isometry, 
and 
(1) U(x . a) = U(x) 7r(a), x E 8, a E ‘I[; 
(2) u(Y)*u(x) = 4(x I Y)), x3 Y E 9; 
(3) U is a homeomorphism in the topology generated by all, seminorms 
x ++ q((x I x)Y2, cp E A (the topology generated by $j @,U*, respectively) 
and the strong-operator topology (the weak-operator topology, respectively); 
(4) U(a) is a weakly closed TRO. 
3. THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR TERNARY C*-RINGS 
A ternary C*-ring (X, (., a, e), II.II) will be called isomorphic (respectively, 
anti-isomorphic) to a TRO, if there are Hilbert spaces H and K and a linear 
isometry U: 3E -+ Y(H, K) satisfying 
U((u, Y9 z)) = U(x) u(Y)*wh x, y, z E x 
(respectively, U((x, y, z)) = -U(x) U(y)*U(z), x, y, z E X). Obviously, U(f) 
is a norm closed TRO. The purpose of this section is now the proof of 
3.1. REPRESENTATION THEOREM, Let (X, (., ., .), 11 .[I) be a ternary C*- 
ring. 
(1) Then X is the direct sum of two ternary C*-subrings X + and ;X- 
in such a way that 3E + (respectively, X-) is isomorphic (respectively, anti- 
isomorphic) to a TRO. Moreover, this decomposition of X is unique. 
(2) If P denotes the projection of X onto 3, with kernel X- , then 
2P - 1 is the only operator T E Y(X) which satisJes T2 = I and 
T((x, y, z)) = (TX, y, z) = (x, Ty, z) = (x, y, Tz), x, y, z E X and which has 
the property that (Xx, To (., ., .), 11. II) is isomorphic to a TRO. 
The proof is carried out in several steps (3.2-3.7). The first one shows that 
a ternary C*-ring is a special module over a C*-algebra: 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. Let (3, (., ., .), 11 -11) be a ternary C*-ring. Then there 
exists a unique pair (3, a) such that 
(1) U is a C*-algebra, and X is a right Banach U-module, 
(2) a: X x X -+ ‘u is conjugate bilinear with /I a II< 1 and 
a(x . a, Y) = a@, y>a, x, y E X, a E 3, 
a@, Y>* = a(y, x), &YE% 
(3) (x, .v, z) =x f a@, Y), x, Y, z E X, 
(4) the linear hull of a(X. X) is norm dense in ‘3. 
Moreover, we have I/XI/~ = /a(x, x)/l for each x E X. 
ProoJ The last statement is a consequence of Eq. (0.5) condition 3.2(3), 
and the fact that llall< 1: 
11413 = lb . 6 41 G llxll I14xvx>ll G IIxII~~ XE 3. 
Existence. To begin with, let V denote the linear hull of 
1(~~x~Y)IX~Y~~l in L&-(X); observe that (.,x, y) E L?(X) by (0.1) and 
(0.4). We show that V is a pre-C*-algebra in the operator norm. 
From (0.3) it is apparent that 
and thus, V is a subalgebra of P(X). Furthermore, 
defines an involution j on V. In fact, if Ci(., xi, yi) vanishes on X, set 
A = Ci(., yi,xi) and use (0.2), (0.3) to obtain 
(AZ, AZ. AZ) = L ((Z, Vi, Xi). (Z, Yj, Xl), (Zq Ykr xk)) 
i,J.k 
= x (Z, ((Z, Yjq Xj), Xir Yi), (Z, yk 3 xk)) 
i,J’.k 
= Z, y ((Z, .VjT Xi>, Xi) YiX (Z, Yk, xk) = Oy ZEX 
so that j is well defined. Clearly, j is conjugate linear and satisfies 1’ = 1, 
while with Ai= (.,xi, -vi), i= 1, 2 we have 
i(A,oA,)z=i((-, (x,, Y~,x,),Y~))z= (z, Y,, (x2,yl%xI)) 
= ((z, Y,, x2>, Y,, xl> = i(A,) 0 i(A2)zY ZEX 
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and so, i is anti-multiplicative. Finally, relative to “0” and 1, the norm 
induced by Y(X) on V has the C*-property, for, if we put A = 
C~=i(.,xi, yi), then, by (0.5) and (0.4), 
< llzll IliW 0 41 IIWI < llzl12 IliW 0 A II IIW3 z E 2, 
which implies that I/A II* < II j(A) o A 11. 
Next, define ‘u to be the opposite algebra of the norm closure of V in 
Y(X) and denote the multiplication and involution on U by (a, b) b ab and 
a t, a*, respectively. Then ‘u is a C*-algebra, and 3E becomes a faithful right 
Banach %-module by x . a = a(x). If we now introduce a: X X X +-+ ‘?I 
according to 
a@, Y) = (*, y, z), y,zEX (3.1) 
then (3) and (4) are clear by definition, while, obviously, a is conjugate 
linear with [Iall < 1 and a(x, y)* = a(y, x). Moreover, writing a = a(xi, yl), 
we conclude that for all x, y, z E 3E 
x - a(y - a, z) = (x, z, (Y, yl, x1)) = ((x, z, Y), Y,, xl> = x - ah zh 
hence, a( y . a, z) = a(y, z)a. It follows that a(y . a, z) = a(y, z)a for all 
y, z E X and a E VI. 
Uniqueness. Suppose, (8, b) is another pair satisfying (l)-(4) for X. First, 
the module action of 8 on X gives rise to an anti-homomorphism 
m: !8 -+9(X). By (3) and (4), m(b(x, y)) = a(x, y). Furthermore, m is a *- 
homomorphism, because m(b(x, y)*) = a(y, x) = a@, Y>* = m(b(x, Y>)*. 
Finally, 
m(9) = m(lin b(X, X)“) c lin m(b(X, 3))’ = II. 
Thus, m is a *-isomorphism of 23 onto 2I which transforms b into a. 
With the notations of 3.2, we are now going to show that 
X+={xEXIa(x,x)>O} and X-=(xEXIa(x,x)<O} 
define two a-orthogonal ‘U-submodules which decompose X. Besides 
orthogonality the crucial point consists in proving that fi + and X _ are linear 
subspaces of X. To this end we consider not only the “right” structure of 
(*. -3 *I, as we did in Proposition 3.2, but also the “left” one which is 
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provided by the C*-algebra of all a-adjoinable operators on X and another 
form b (cf. Proposition 3.4). For positive a, this C*-algebra has already been 
studied in [S, 6,8]. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Suppose F and G are two maps on X satisfying 
a(Fx, y) = a(x, Gy) for all x, y E 3E. By 3.2, both F and G are continuous % 
module homomorphisms which determine each other uniquely. Hence, we 
call G the a-adjoint F* of F. 
By U,(X) we shall denote the *-algebra of all maps F on 3E which possess 
an a-adjoint. Using 3.2 again, it follows immediately that 2I,(X) is a C*- 
algebra with unit 2 = 1 X in the norm inherited from Y(X). Observe that X is 
a left Banach ‘U,(X)-module. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. DeJine 6: 3E x X --+ flu,(X) by b(x, y) . z = x . a(z, y), 
x, y E X (that is, b(x, y) = (x, y, .)). Then 
(1) b is conjugate bilinear with 11 b/l < 1 and b(F . x, y) = Fb(x, y), 
b(x, y)* = b&x), llxl12 = Ilb(x,x)ll, x, YE X, FE ‘u,(X). 
(2) Zf 8 denotes the C*-algebra generated by b(X, X), then U,(X) is 
the double centralizer algebra M(B) of 2% 
Further, let 2&(X) denote the C*-algebra of ail maps on X which possess a 
b-adjoint. Then 
(3) ‘u,(X) is the double centralizer algebra of the opposite algebra U- 
of U, and the form c: X x X -+ a,(X) constructed for b in analogy with the 
process a -- b coincides with a. 
(4) M(B) commutes with &I(%-). 
Proof: Since, by Eq. (3.1), 
a(W Y> - zl, z2) = a(@, Y, zI>, z2) = (-. z2, (x, Y, zJ) 
=(~,(~~x,z,),z,)=a(z,,b(y,x)~z,), x,y,z,,z2EX 
it follows that b(x, y) E a,(X) and b(x, y)* = b(y, x). For each continuous 
‘U-module homomorphism F: X -+ I we obtain 
b(F(x), y) . z = F(x) . a(z, y) = F(x . a(z, y)) = F(b(x, \) . z), x, y, z E x. 
In particular, 23 is a two-sided ideal in a,(X)). 
As (1) is clear, we turn to the form c for the system (X, 93, b). From 
4x, Y>(Z) = b(z, Y) . x = z . a(x, y) = a(x, y)(z) we conclude that c = a. 
Thus, the C*-algebra generated by c(X, I) is the anti-homomorphic image 
VI_ of ‘?I in 9(X). As above, ‘?I, is a two-sided ideal in U,(X). Now, put 
2I, = ‘u,(X). In view of [ 1, Proposition 3.71, we may identify M(U,) with 2I, 
607 ‘4X 12 2 
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if the annihilator of ‘u- in ‘?I, is trivial and ‘u, is complete in the strict ‘u; 
topology. 
So, fix FE ‘u, with I;\u- = {O}. Then, F(x . a) = 0 for all x E X and a E 2I. 
Since, by Cohen’s factorization theorem [ 13, p. 801, we have X = fi . ?I it 
follows that F = 0. Next, let {F,}, c VI, be a Cauchy net in the strict 911, 
topology, which means that 
0 = lili, ll(F, -F,,) . all = lj~;t! (Ia. (F, - F,,)ll, a E 3. 
Using Cohen’s theorem again we obtain 0 = lim,,,, ll(F, - F,,)(x)lj, x E X. 
Similarly, lim, F,*(x) exists for all x E X, because 
IIV’X - F,*f)(x . aIll= willb((F,* - F,*,)(x . ~1, YII I Y E ~,P>I 
= w{llb(x~ a3 (F, -4Jv))ll I YE WV 
< llxll SUPW, -F,,)(Y). a*ll I YE ~,(X)I 
= llxll Ila*(Fa -F,~)ll na’. 0. 
Now, the operator F: X -+ X, defined by F(x) = lim, F,(x) is linear, while 
b(F(x), y) = lim, b(Fa(x), y) = b(x, lim, F,*(y)) yields FE ‘u,. Finally, 
(F, }, tends strictly to F, because 
F. a(x) = F(x . a) = lim F,(x . a) = 
n 
The proof of M(B) = 211,(3E) is similar. It remains to show (4). So, take 
F = F* E a,(X). Then FG = GF follows from 
z . a(FG(x), y) = z . a(G(x), F(Y)) = b(z, F(Y)) . G(x) 
= G(b(z, F(y)) . x) = G(z . a(F(x), Y)) = G(b(z, Y) . F(x)) 
= b(z, y) . GF(x) = z . a(GF(x), y). 
3.5. LEMMA. Let x E 3, and let 2 denote the ternary C*-ring generated 
by x. There exist u, u E 2 such that x = u + v, a(u, V) = 0, a(u, u) = a(x, x), 
and a(u, V) = -a(x, x)-. 
Proof. We may assume that ]]x]] < 1. Put a = a(x, x). Then x, =x . a:/’ 
is in 2 for all n E N. Moreover, 
~~~,-x~~~~=(~a(x,-x~,x,-x~)~~=~~u~*(a~”-u:/~)~~~. 
Now let E denote the C*-algebra generated by a. By Dini’s theorem, 
ia :/‘+‘/“J,, tends uniformly to uy2 in a. Hence, the norm limit 
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u = lim, x, E 2 exists and satisfies a(u, U) = lim, a(x,, x,) = a + . Similarly, 
U=lim,x. alln E 2 and a(~, v) = -a-. From a, a- = 0 we conclude that 
a(u, V) = 0. Finally, representing a @ C as the continuous functions on 
I-1, I], we easily obtain that (e,},= {uy” +a!“), is an approximate 
identity for B. This gives us 
a(y, u + u) = a(y, li?x ’ e,) = li? a(y, x) e, = a(y, x), y E 1, 
and hence x = u + v. 
3.6. LEMMA. For each x E X, there exists x’ E X + satisfying a(x’, x’) = 
*(+a(x, x))“’ and x=x’ . (i-a(x, x))“~. 
Proof It suffices to consider the case x E 3,. First, we have 
LEMMA 3.6.1. The ternary C*-ring 1 generated by x is contained in f + , 
and (2, a ] 2 x Z) is a Hilbert Gmodule, where a denotes the C*-algebra 
generated by a = a(x, x). 
Proo$ Indeed, define inductively x, =x, x2j+’ = (xzi - 1, x, x), i E N, 
and let y = CyzO Jix2’+’ be a ternary polynomial in x; then 
a( y, y) = 1 11,Xja(x2’+ ‘, x2j+ ‘) = 1 LJja(x . a’, x . Q’) 
ij 
= 1 Ai;ijujuui = 6 ~.~i 
i.i 
i, I ~($oAiui)*u>o 
by 3.2(2), hence, a( y, y) > 0 for all y E 2 so that 3.6.1 follows. 
Applying Theorem 2.6 to the Hilbert B-module 2 in 3.6.1, we find Hilbert 
spaces H and K, a linear isometry U: 1--) p(H, K) and a faithful *- 
representation (n, H} of K such that 
W*VY> = WY, z)>, y, z E 3, a E a. 
Now, let R be the partial isometry of the polar ‘decomposition of 
X = U(x). By Notations 1.1 and Proposition 1.2, Y t, R *Y is an 
isomorphism of U(3) onto z(a). Defining x’ = U-‘(R IXI”‘) we obtain 
a(x’, x’) = K’(U(x’)*U(x’)) = n-‘(lx]) = a(x, x)“’ 
and 
x’ - a(x, x)“~ = U-‘(R ]X]“*x(a(x, x))‘/~) = U-‘(X) = x. 
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3.1. PROPOSITION. X, and X- are ternary C*-subrings of X, and 
X = X + @ 3E _ . The associated projection P: X + X + is selfadjoint relative to 
a and b. 
ProojI We first show that 
3, = (xE X 1 b(x,x)$O}. (3.2) 
So, let x E X, and choose x’ E X, according to Lemma 3.6. Then 
b(x’, x’)’ = b(b(x’, x’) . x’, x’) = b(x’ . a(x’, x’), x’) 
= b(x’ . a(x, x)i’*, x’) 
= b(x’ . a(x, x)‘14, x’ . a(x, x)“~) = b(x, x), 
and thus, b(x, x) > 0. Similarly, b(x, x) < 0 for each x E X-. Now, Eq. (3.2) 
follows from the identity a = c in 3.4(3) and the fact that the positive cones 
of ‘?I, and ‘u coincide. 
Let xE3E+, yEX_. Then y . a E 3E-, where a = a(x, x)“‘. By 3.4(l), 
0 > b( y . a, y . a) = b( y . a(x, x), y) = b(b( y, x) . x, Y) = b(x, y)*b(x, Y) and 
hence, b(x, y) = 0. Therefore, b(X+ , X-) = {O}. 
Next, let x, y E X + . By Lemma 3.5, we have x + y = u + v with u E X, , 
VEX-. Since a(X+,K)=(O} we obtain 0 = a(x, v) = a( y, v) = a(u, v). 
Hence, a(v, v) = a(x + y - U, v) = 0 and so, x + y = u E X+ . Moreover, 
using a(x . a, x . a) = a*a(x, x)a > 0, x E X, , a E ‘u, we conclude that 
a((x, y, z), (4 Y, z)) = a(x f 44 y), x . a@, y>> > 0, X,Y,ZEX+. 
Thus, I, is a ternary subring of 3E which is norm closed, because the 
positive cone of ‘?I is closed and a is continuous. Similarly, X_ is a ternary 
C*-subring of X. Finally, since 3E+ and X_ are a- and b-orthogonal the 
projection P is a-and b-self-adjoint. 
Proof of 3.1. We start with 3.1(l). Define a+ = a 1 X, x 1, and let ‘u, 
denote the C*-algebra generated by a+(X+, X,). By Proposition 3.7, 
(X+3 a+) is a faithful Hilbert %,-module. In view of Theorem 2.6, there exist 
Hilbert spaces H, and K, and an isometry U, : X, -+ 9(H+, K,) such 
that a+&, Y> ++ U+(Y>*~+(X) P rovides a faithful *-representation of ‘u, on 
ff+ and U+((x, y, z)) = U+(x . a+@, y)) = U+(x) U+(y)*U+(z). Hence, 3, 
is isomorphic to a TRO. By considering -a 1 fi _ X X- we see that X _ is 
anti-isomorphic to a TRO. 
To show uniqueness, assume I, and X, are ternary C*-subrings of 3 with 
X = X, @ X, such that representations Vi: Xi-t Y(H,, Ki) i = 1, 2, of the 
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prescribed kind exist. Put ‘u, = [U,(X,)],,,. Then X, becomes a right Banach 
%,-module by 
x * A = U,‘(U,(x)A), xEX,, AE’U,. 
Define a continuous Hermitian form a,: X1 X X , -+ ‘u, according to 
a,(% v> = u,(u>*u,(x>, x, YE x,. 
Since x . a,(~, y) = U; ‘(U,(x) U,(y)*U,(z)) = (x, y, z), the uniqueness 
argument of Proposition 3.2 implies that a(x, y) b a,(x, v) defines a *- 
isomorphism of the C*-algebra generated by a(X,, X,) onto ?I,. Because of 
a,(x,x)>O we obtain X,cX+. Similarly, X,cX-. Thus, X+=X, and 
x- =x2. 
To establish 3.1(2), put T = 2P - 1. Since, by 3.7, T is a- (respectively, b-) 
self-adjoint it is easy to check that T has the required properties. Moreover, 
aT: (x, y) b a(Tx, y) is an a-valued inner product on X, because 
a,(x, x) = a(2Px - x, x) = 2a(x, x), - a(x, x) = / a(x, x)] > 0, x E 3. 
Using Eq. (2.6) with (5, (. 1 .)) = (X, a,), we get Hilbert spaces H and K 
and an isometry U: X -+ Y(H, K) such that U(x) U(y)*U(z) = 
U(x . a,@, Y)) = U((x, Y>, Tz)) = Uo T((x, Y, ~1). 
Finally, suppose that S: X + X and V: X + Y(H,, K,) have the same 
properties as T and U. Obviously, S E a,(X) is self-adjoint. Hence, 
S = E - F, 1 = E + F, EF = 0 with self-adjoint idempotents E, F E a,(X). In 
particular, E and F are ‘U-module homomorphisms. Thus, 3E, = E(X) and 
X, = F(X) are ternary C*-subrings of SE, and X = X, @ X,. Furthermore, 
V, = VII, is an isomorphism. Because of V((x, y, z)) = -I’ o S(F(x, y, z)) 
= - V(x) V(y) * V(z) for all x, y, z E X ?, V, = V/X, is an anti-isomorphism. 
Now, 3.1(l) implies X, =X,,X_=X,andS=P-(I-P)=T. 
To give examples, first let Ilt be a norm closed TRO between H and K. 
Then P, (a, a3 a>, 11. II> is a ternary C*-ring, where 11. II denotes the operator 
norm and (., ., .) is given by (A, B, C) = AB*C. In particular, this way each 
C*-algebra is a ternary C*-ring. If (!$, (. j .)) is a Hilbert U-module (or, 
more specifically, a complex Hilbert space), then ($5, (., ., .), 11. [I$) is a 
ternary C*-ring with (x, y, z) =x . (z ] y). In,all these situations we obtain 
T = 1 if theorem 3.1 is applied. It is, however, easy to see that T and 1 can 
be different. 
3.8. EXAMPLE. Suppose R is a compact Hausdorff space which contains 
a nonvoid open and closed set Q’ # 0. Define x: D -+ (0, 1 } by x(t) = 1 iff 
tEaI, and put (Lg,h)=.tZWx- 11, f,g,hEWO Then 
(w.q, (*. *, s), I]. I],,,) is a ternary C*-ring, whose decomposition in the 
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sense of 3.1(l) is given by G?(Q)+ = u’(Q)x = G?(J?‘), V(0)- = GF((n\Q’). 
Consequently, Tf = f(2x - 1) for each f E @(a) and so T # 1. 
The problem of characterizing the ternary C*-rings which yield T= 2 
remains open in the following. Let us mention two further points. Since, in 
view of Proposition 3.4, ‘u,(X) commutes with 211,(X) and hence, T = 2P - 1 
belongs to the center of M(2l) by Proposition 3.7, we see that T E (I, -1 } if 
9.l is a factor. If X contains a “right unit,” i.e., an element r such that 
x = (x, r, r), x E 3, then T= I. Indeed, x = x . a(r, r) implies that a(r, r) is a 
unit in ‘u. Therefore, r E fi + . Since b(X-, 3,) = (0) (cf. the proof of 3.7) we 
have that x = (x, r, r) = b(x, r) . r = 0 for all x E X _ . 
4. THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR TERNARY W*-RINGS 
A ternary W*-ring (X, (., ., .), II.II) with a predual X, and the weak* 
topology cr = a(& X,) will be called normally isomorphic (respectively, 
normally anti-isomorphic) to a TRO, if there are Hilbert spaces H and K and 
a linear isometry U: X + Y(H, K) which is a homeomorphism relative to cr 
and the weak-operator topology and which satisfies 
qc-6 Y9 z)) = U(x) u(Y)*mh 4 Y, z E x 
(respectively, V((x, y, z)) = -U(x) U( y)*U(z), x, y, z E X). Because of the 
weak* compactness of D,(X) and the density theorem 1.4, U(X) is a weakly 
closed TRO. 
The main result of this section consists now in the following: 
4.1. REPRESENTATION THEOREM. Let (SE, (., +, .), [[.[I) be a ternary W*- 
ring, ;X = X, @ X- its decomposition according to 3.1( 1), and T the operator 
of 3.1(2). Then: 
(1) I, (respectioely, X-) is u-closed and a ternary W*-subring of 3E 
which is normally isomorphic (respectively, normally anti-isomorphic) to a 
TRO; 
(2) T is o-continuous, and the ternary W*-ring (3, T 0 (+, +, e), [[.[I) is 
normally isomorphic to a TRO. 
In the proof we use the C*-algebra 2l and the U-form a provided by 
Proposition 3.2. The essential step is Proposition 4.9 which states that the 
double centralizer algebra M(a) of U is a W*-algebra and that X, endowed 
with the positive form ar: (x, y) tc a(Tx, y), is a self-dual Hilbert M(‘U)- 
module. Theorem 4.1 is then a consequence of Theorem 2.8. Subsequently, 
we obtain that M(‘U), is equal to a quotient of X G,,X, and that X* 
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coincides with 3E, @ M(B), . In particular, 3, is uniquely determined up to 
isomorphism. 
To establish Proposition 4.9 we proceed as follows: Replacing a by ar we 
suppose that (X, a) is a Hilbert U-module. Let (X”, a) denote its self-dual 
completion and u” the weak toplogy of 1” (cf. Proposition 2.2 and 
Definition 2.3). Applying Theorem 2.6 we regard ;t: as a norm closed TRO 
between H and K with weak closure X” such that [XIH (respectively, IX),) 
is equal to 2l (respectively, % * *) and u” and a(% * *, ‘u *) are just the weak- 
operator topologies. Moreover, it is easy to see that [Xl, coincides with the 
C*-algebra B generated by b(X, 3) (cf. Proposition 3.4). Our aim is now to 
construct two weak* continuous projections @: X” -+ X and Yz ?I* * + M(2I) 
of norm one which, for a central projection e E 2l** satisfy 
kernel(@) = X”( 1 - e) and kernel(v = a**(1 -e). 
Here, we use the fact that M(U) is a C*-subalgebra of ?I**. The idea of 
proof in the following is taken from [9, Lemma 1.7.61: 
4.2. LEMMA. Zf EE [Xl, and E’ E [Xl, are self-adjoint projections, 
then X . E, E’ . X are (1 -E’) . X are o-closed in X. 
Proof: Let {x,}, cD,(X)n X . E be a net which tends to x E X in CJ. 
We have to show that x=x . E. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that x’ =x . (I -E) # 0. In view of 
Proposition 1.2, the partial isometry r of the polar decomposition of x’ 
belongs to 3”. According to Proposition 1.4, there is a net (y,}, c D,(X) 
which tends weakly to r. Since t b t . (1 - E) is weakly continuous on X”, 
we may assume that y, = ya . (I - E) for all p. By Notations 1.1 and 
Proposition 1.2, x’ is positive in the W*-algebra 3E&,. Hence, there exists 
A > 0 satisfying 
1 + n < ]]x’ + nrll= limbinf(]x’ + ny,]], nE N. 
On the other hand, for each y E 01(1) with y = 4’ . (I -E) we have 
II-x, + nyll = [If+,, xJ + n*b(y, y)II”* < (1 + n*T’*, n E N, all cz, 
and thus, together with x + ny, = c - lim,(x, + nyD), 
11x’ + nY,]l = ]l(x + ny,) . (1 - E)ll < (1 + n*)"*, n E N, all p, 
which leads to 2 + n < (1 + n*)“*, n E N, a contradiction. 
The proof in the case of E’ and I -E’ is the same. 
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4.3. PROPOSITION. Let f E 3,. Then there exist a partial isometry r E X 
and positive functionals p E U*, v E 2? * such that 
(1) da@, 4) = f(x) = v(b(x, r)), x E X, 
(2) f(r . a) = da), a E a, 
(3) f(b . r) = v(b), b E 23. 
Proof We can suppose that l]fll= 1. Since O,(X) is compact in u, there 
is an extreme point r of 0,(-X) with f(r) = 1. In view of Lemma 1.3, r is a 
partial isometry. Now define cp E ‘u * by q(a) =f(r + a). From rp(a(r, r)) = 
f(r e a(r, r)) = f(r) = 1 we conclude that ]]q]] = 1. Hence, due to [ 9, 
Proposition 15.21, rp is positive. Moreover, rp(a(x, r)) = f(r . a(x, r)) = 
f(b(r, r) . x), x E X. To see that f(x) =f(b(r, r)) . x), we argue by 
contradiction. Put E’ = b(r, r) and suppose that f(x) # 0 for some 
x E (I -E’) . X. By Lemma 4.2, (I -E’) . fi is a-closed and hence, a 
ternary W*-ring. As above, there is a partial isometry r’ E (1 -E’) . fi with 
f(r’) > 0. Thus, 
(1 + n*)“* > II n’a(r, r) + a(r’, r’)ll “’ = I] a(nr + r’, nr + r’)ll I’* 
= 11 nr + r’ II > If(nr + r’)/ = n + f(r’), nE N, 
a contradiction. The functional w  is found similarly. 
4.4. LEMMA. Each f E X* has a unique extension to a weakly 
continuous functional f" on 3”. The adjoint @: 3” + 3E of f tr f” is a 
linear, a”-a-continuous projection of norm one. 
ProoJ Let f E fi* and write f = q(a(., r)) is accordance with 4.3(l), (2). 
Define f” on 3” by f “(5) = e$a(r, r)). Then f N is a weakly continuous 
functional on X”, because a(r, r) = r(r)* for all r E 3” by 2.2(4). Obviously, 
f” is an extension of J: Since, because of Proposition 1.4, D,(X) is weakly 
dense in Oi(X”) the extension is unique and satisfies ]] f II = II f “II. 
We are now going to derive the module properties of @ and to show that 
the kernel of @ is a two-sided ideal in the sense of Lemma 1.5. First, we look 
at the behaviour of @ on C*-algebras which are associated with partial 
isometries in X. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let r E 3E be a partial isometry and ;Xo., (respectively, ;X&,) 
the F-algebra (respectively, W*-algebra) associated with r in X (respec- 
tively, 3”) according to Notations 1.1. Then, @(X&) = 3E<,., . In particular, 
Xcr, is a W*-algebra with predual (f JXcr,) f E 3,). 
Proof. We start with the following claim: 
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CZuim 4.5.1. Let x E 3. If f(x) > 0 for all f E X * whose restriction to 
ficr) is a positive functional, then x is positive in Xcr). 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, the state space of ;Xcr) is equal to 
Ifl&r,lfE x*3 f(r) = 1 = llflll* H ence, it suffices to show that x E Xc,.). 
Suppose that x’ = (1 - E’) . x # 0, where E’ denotes the range projection of 
r. Then there is f E X * with f(x’) = -1. Since the functional 
g: y H f(y - E’ . y) vanishes on Xtr) we obtain g(x) > 0 which contradicts 
g(x) = S(x’) = -1. Similarly, x = x . a(r, r). 
It follows that @(Xc,) c Xfr). Indeed, let r E X&, be positive and fix 
f E X * satisfying f(r) = 1 = Ilfll. If g denotes f o @ restricted to X;:, , then 
g(r) = f(r) = 1 and 11 g/l < 1. H ence, g is a state. Therefore, g(r) > 0 and so, 
f(@s) > 0. By Claim 4.5.1, Q(t) E fi,rJ. 
Observe next that X&, is weakly closed in X”. Since O!(X,,,) = @(D,(X;:,)) 
this ball is compact in u and thus, X,r) is a-closed. 
4.6. LEMMA. For all A E M(3) and b E B, the mappings x N x . A and 
x N b . x are u-continuous on X. 
Proof. It suffices to show that x t-+ x . U is u-continuous for each unitary 
U E M(2I). So, let (x,}~ c X be a net tending in u to zero and fix f E 3,. 
We must prove that lim, f(x, . U) = 0. 
Write f = y/(b(., r)) according to Proposition 4.3. Put E’ = b(r, r) and 
r’ = r. U*. Then I’ is a partial isometry with range projection E’. Define 
K =E’BE’. In view of Proposition 1.2. a “isomorphism of 0. onto Xtr) 
(respectively, X,,,,) is given by b b b . r (respectively, b M b . r’). Using 
Lemma 4.5 we obtain that 0. is a IV*-algebra with predual 
{b w g(b + r) I g E ZE, } = {b N g(b . r’) I g E X, }. Hence, v/ is normal on 0 
and so, v(b) = h(b . r’), b E a for some h E X, . By Lemma 4.2, the 
mappings x F+ E’ . x and x w x . a(r’. r’) are u-continuous on X. Thus, 
lim f(x, . U) = lim v(b(x, . U, r)) = lim v(b(E’ . x,, r’)) 
a a a 
= lim h(b(E’ . x,, r’) . r’) = lim h(E’ * x, * a(r’, r’)) = 0. 
n c? 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let @ be the projection defined in Lemma 4.4. Then 
(1) @(r.A)=@(r).A and @(b.t)=b.@(t) for all rEX”, 
A E M(%) and b E B. 
(2) The kerneZ of @, ker(@), is of the form ker(@) = X ” . (I - e), 
where e is a (uniquely determined) central projection in VI* *. 
Proof: Let t E 3”. Then r is the weak limit of a net (x~}~ c X, and 
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{x, . A}, tends weakly to r . A for each A E M(U). Using Q(r) = u - lim, x, 
and Lemma 4.6 we obtain 
~(z.A)=o-lim~(x,~A)=a-limx;A=~(5)~A, A E M(U). 
(I a 
The second statement in (1) follows similarly. Now, (1) implies that 
ker(@) . ‘?I U b . ker(@) c ker(@). By 1.5, ker(@) = X” . (I - e) with a 
unique central projection e E {X}, = ‘u* *. 
4.8. LEMMA. M(2I) is a W*-algebra. In particular, there exists a linear 
weak* continuous projection Y: ‘u * * + M(3) such that 
(1) !P(a(r, x)) = a(@(r), x), r E X”, x E x; 
(2) ker(!P) = ‘u**(Z - e), where e is the projection in 4.7(2). 
ProoJ Let A E (u**. By 4.7(l), @,:xt-+@(x.A) is a 9%module 
homomorphism on X. We are going to show that Qa E ‘U,(X) and then define 
Y(‘4)= cp,. 
To this end we write R for the set of all bounded !&module 
homomorphisms on X. Observe that M(I[) c B by 3.4(4). If r denotes the 
weak topology on G generated by all functionals S M f(Sx), fE X, , x E X, 
then we have: 
LEMMA 4.8.1. a is separately (u x o)-r-continuous. 
Proof: If Ix,}, c X is a net tending to x E X in o, then Lemma 4.6 
shows 
l$f(y a a(~,, 2)) = li~f(b(y, z) - xJ =f(b(y, z> . x) 
=f(y . 4% z>>, fEX*, Y,ZEX, 
and thus, a(x, z) = T-lim, a(x,, z). On the other hand, with f = rp(a(., r)) 
according to 4.3(l), (2) we conclude that 
f(y - a(z, x,>) = d4.h 9 a@, x,1) = ul(a(x,, z) aCry Y)) 
= rp(a(r, r) a@, , z) a@, Y)) = rp(a(r . a@, , z) a@, yh r>> 
= rp(a(b(r, z) . x, . a@-, Y>, 4) = f(V, z) . x, . 6 Y)> 
zf(b(r, z) . x . a(r, y)) = ..a =f(y . a(z, x)). 
Hence, a(z, x) = T-lim, a(z, x,), z E X, proving Lemma 4.8.1. 
Now, let A be the weak *-limit of a net {a,}, c ‘?I. Then 
a(z, QA*( y)) = T-lim a(z, y . a,*), y, z E x, a 
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which follows from Lemma 4.8.1, because y . A * = o”-lim, y . a,* and so, 
QA,(y) = a-lim, y . a,*. Therefore, we obtain 
b(QA(x), y) . z = @(x . A) . a(z, y) = @(x . Aa(z, y)) 
= a-lim x . a, a(z, y) = a-lim x . a(z, v . a,*) 
(1 a 
=x . a(z, GAS(y)) = b(x, QAL(~)) . z, 
and consequently, Qa E U,(X) and (QA)* = Qp,,. 
Obviously, !I? A -+ Qa is a *-anti-homomorphism of ‘u. * * onto S,(X) = 
AI(‘U)-. Because of 4.7(l), Y is a projection. Moreover, 
ker(!Y)=(AEU**IX.Acker(@)}=‘U**(l-e). 
Therefore, M(‘U) is a W*-algebra which is isomorphic to VI* *e, and Y is 
weak* continuous. Finally, suppose that r = a”-lim, x, for a net {xatO c X. 
Then (1) follows from 
y . Y(a(r, x)) = a-lim @(y . a(x,, x)) = o-lim b(y, x) . x, 
a n 
= bb, x) . Q(r) = y . a(@(t), x). 
4.9. PROPOSITION. Let (X(., ., .), 11 ./I) be a ternary W*-ring and 
T: 3 + 3E the operator belonging to it by 3.1(2). Then M(‘U) is a W*-algebra. 
and (3, al.) is a self-dual Hilbert M(3)-module, a, being defined bv 
aAx, Y> = a(Tx, Y). 
Proof: Let t: fi -+ M(‘?l) be a bounded M(a)-module homomorphism. 
Then r, = r o @ is in X”, and 4.8( 1) shows that 
5(x) = r,(x) = Y(r,(x)*)* = Y(aT(rl, x>>* = a,@, @(rJ), 
Hence, (X, a,) is self-dual over M(a). 
x E x. 
Proof of 4.1. By virtue of Proposition 3.7, the projection P: X -+ X, 
belongs to the center of M(%). By Lemma 4.6, P is u-continuous. Therefore, 
31, and X- are u-closed, and T = 2P - I is u-continuous. Because of 
Proposition 4.9, (X,, a I 3E, x X,) and (X, a,) are self-dual Hilbert modules 
over the W*-algebra M(a). From Theorem 2.8 we obtain the desired 
isomorphisms. 
4.10. COROLLARY. Let (1, (., ., e), (1.11) be a ternary W*-ring and U, 23 
the C*-algebras as above. Then IV(%)- is the set of all bounded M(B))- 
module homomorphisms on X. In particular, M(U) is the dual space of the 
quotient X OMce, 3, of X @,, X*. 
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Proof Define b,: X x 3E -M(8) by bT(x, y) = b(Tx, y). If we apply the 
same line of reasoning by which Proposition 4.9 has been established to 
(X, !I$ bT) instead of (3, VI, a,) we obtain that (X, bT) is a self-dual (left) 
Hilbert module over the W*-algebra M(B). In view of [5, Corollary 3.5 1, the 
set of all bounded M(b)-module homomorphisms is equal to a&X). Now, 
%,~(X) = 2&(X) and, by 3.4(3), ‘u,(X) = M(2lJ = M(a)-, and the first 
assertion follows. For the proof of the second statement, we observe that X* 
is a left Banach M(B)-module. Hence, [7, Corollary 2.131 shows that 
(3 @WCS, x*)* = M(2l). 
4.11. COROLLARY. Let (3, (., ., -), 11. II) be a ternary W*-ring. Then the 
predual of X consists precisely of all functionals x w &a,(~, y)), y E X, 
rp E M(‘1[), and is therefore uniquely determined up to isomorphism. 
Proof: Let f be a weak* continuous functional on 3. By Proposition 4.3, 
there exist r E 3E and v, E M(‘ZI)* such that f = ~(a~(., r)) and (o = f(r a). In 
particular, q is r-continuous on M(U), where r denotes the topology defined 
in the proof of Lemma 4.8. Since the projection !E ‘?I * * -+ M(‘U) is weak *-r- 
continuous we conclude that a, o YE ?I*. Consequently, rp E M(‘U), so that f 
has the desired representation. 
On the other hand, fix y E X, rp EM(%), and put g = ~(a~(., y)). Then 
Corollary 4.10 shows the existence of sequences ix,,}, c 3E, {f,,}, cX* 
satisfying 2, [Ix, 11 1 full < co and p(A) = C, f,(x, . A), A E M(S). Hence, 
the functional f: x t+ C,f,,(bT(x,, y) . x) belongs to I,. Therefore, g E I,, 
because g(x) = 2, fn(x, . a,(x, Y)> =f (x). 
In our former considerations we have already used the fact that each self- 
dual Hilbert module ($j, (. I .)) over a W*-algebra U is a dual space. Hence, 
(87 (-9 -3 .)Y II * IIs> is a ternary W*-ring, (., +, .) given by (x, y, z) = x f (z I y). 
Now, Corollary 4.11 implies that the canonical predual 8, &, ?I, coincides 
with 8, @ ?I* and is uniquely determined up to isomorphism. Our final 
example includes the converse of Theorem 2.8. 
4.12. EXAMPLE. Let 9I cY(H, K) be a weakly closed TRO. Then 
(31, (. I . )) is a self-dual Hilbert (31 },,-module, where (A I B) = B *A. In 
particular, PC (., -, -1, II . II> is a ternary W*-ring with (., ., .) given by 
(A, B, C) =AB*C and with unique predual 31, @ ((%}H)*. 
Proof: To show self-duality, let z: 32 + {Y }, be a bounded (%),-module 
homomorphism. Since (A, f) ti f(r(A)*) is continuous on Ill, x ((YI),), 
there exists an v in the dual space of the projective tensor product 
911, &, (( 9I },), satisfying q(A of) = f (t(A)*), A E Yt. Since 
rf((AX) 0 f--A 0 (f * X)) = f(r(AX)“) - f(X*r(A)*) = 0 
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we may assume that v E !I which in turn yields 
and therefore, r = (. 1 7). 
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